


 

There is an entire sub-genre of poetry devoted to rivers and their 
persistent, meditative flow. Emily Dickinson’s “My River Runs to 
Thee” compares them to the cycle of life, while Alfred 
Tennyson’s “The Brook” deems them eternal and Kathleen 
Raine’s “The River” muses on the dream-state they evoke. For 
transcendent folk-pop artist Shannon Lay, the river is all of the 
above: It’s the metaphor driving her latest album, the exquisitely 
uplifting August, which doubles as an aural baptism renewing 
her purpose for making music. “I always picture music as this 
river. Everyone’s throwing things into this river, it’s a place you 
can go to and feed off of that energy,” she says, “and feel 
nourished by the fact that so many people are feeling what you’re 
feeling. It’s this beautiful exchange.” 

The album’s name, August, refers to the month in 2017 when 
Lay quit her day job and fully gave herself over to music. This was 
her liberation as an artist, and the album is devoted to paying 
that forward to her listeners. Lay may be the most chilled-out 
artist you’ll ever meet. Despite fronting her tranquil solo act and 
being a guitarist/singer in the indie-rock band Feels, she never 
pressures herself to overachieve. Nonetheless, she regularly 
does: in a glowing review, Pitchfork anointed her last album, 
Living Water, “captivating.”  

With her life devoted to music, Lay often spends hours a day 
simply playing the guitar, challenging herself to become better. 
“It just feels so good, doing something that is so much bigger 
than myself. I think so much of music is that, realizing that it’s 
coming from something beyond and you are just the messenger” 
says Lay, who took guitar lessons at age 13, which introduced 
her to Neil Young and The Beatles. After high school, she moved 
from Redondo Beach, Calif., to Hollywood and joined an 
indie-rock band. “It was an energy I needed to release,” she says. 
The exact type of energy may have changed, but her drive hasn’t. 

August was mostly written in three months, during Lay’s first solo 
tour for Living Water. “For the most part, all of the songs were 
just guitar and voice,” she says. In keeping with the humbled, 
contemplative nature of August, most tracks clock-in at three 
minutes or less. She saved indulgence for the production. “Some 
songs as they were had this room to grow,” says Lay, who 
recorded the album with her longtime friend, musician Ty Segall 
at his home studio on the East Side. “I believe whoever you 
record with tends to affect the mood of music and Ty really 
brought this jovial sense that I hadn’t really explored yet,” she 
says. Also in the mix is Mikal Cronin, who played saxophone on 
the album’s opener, “Death Up Close.”

“A lot of my friends who are really tough have admitted that they 
shed a tear when they hear my songs, and I think that really 
speaks to the visceral aspect of folk music,” Lay says. “It’s this 
ancient form of expressing yourself.” Think of August as a warm 
hug for your psyche. “I want to create as much music as I can,” 
she says, “and leave this spot by the river where people can go 
sit and enjoy.”

CD / LP / CS / DIGITAL     SP 1315  RELEASE DATE: AUGUST 23RD, 2019 NON-EXPORTABLE 
OUTSIDE OF THE US.

CD Packaging: Digipack 

TRACKLISTING:
1. Death Up Close
2. Nowhere
3. November
4. Shuffling Stoned
5. Past Time
6. Wild
7. August
8. Sea Came to Shore
9. Sunday Sundown
10. Something On Your Mind
11. Unconditional
12. The Dream

 

LP Packaging: Single-pocket 
with custom dust sleeve 
Includes mp3 coupon NON-
RETURNABLE

RETAIL: Posters and play copies will be available.

GENRE: Alternative Rock

SHANNON LAY AUGUST

ONLINE: Artist page (incl. album art and a focus track): 
https://www.subpop.com/artists/shannon_lay
Twitter: https://twitter.com/mmfreegoo?lang=en
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/shanny2dope 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/shannonlaymusic/

Advertising will be purchased on select sites. 

RADIO:  August will be worked to commercial and non-commercial/college radio.

PUBLICITY: Album serviced to all music & lifestyle media. 

CS Packaging: Four-panel 
J-card in clear case. 
NON-RETURNABLE 

TOURING: Shannon Lay will be touring the US with Mikal Cronin in November, 2019
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Lala Lala’s debut full length available on physical formats for the first time.  
Predecessor to Lala Lala’s 2018 breakout LP The Lamb

CD LIST PRICE: $9.98  
GATEFOLD JACKET

LP LIST PRICE: $17.98 
NON-RETURNABLE 

SINGLE-POCKET JACKET  
includes mp3 coupon

TAPE LIST PRICE: $7.98 
NON-RETURNABLE 

THREE-panel j-card 
in clear case

Sleepyhead
LALA LALA

01. Exorcism 3:04
02. Fuck With Your Friends       2:23
03. Dream Song 2:11 
04. Cool Party but

Then We All Left 2:06 
05. Okie Dokie Doggy Daddy 2:28
06. Nothing 1:21
07. Bully 2:20
08. Monollith 2:21
09. Bed 1:59
10. Lala Song 3:09
11. Future Flower 1:42

TRACK LISTING:

CD/LP/CS/DIGITAL

NON-EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE OF THE U.S.

HAR-119 ALTERNATIVE/ROCK

ONLINE:
https://www.hardlyart.com/artists/lala_lala
https://www.instagram.com/lala_band__
https://twitter.com/lalabandlala
https://www.facebook.com/lalalalabandlalalala/

RETAIL:
Play copies will be available.

TourING:
Lala Lala will be touring with Whitney in the Fall.

PRESS:
“Lala Lala’s music is like watching an open wound being 
 stitched up -- jarring and healing." - Pitchfork

“West’s music is all about light and shade, 
nuance and restraint… A real find.” 
- The Sunday Times Culture, Breaking Act

"Lala Lala rules...the Chicago indie rock band makes music
 to get devilishly messy to." - The FADER

Originally released in October 2016 as a long-since sold-out self-released cassette, Hardly Art is proud 
to announce that Sleepyhead, the debut full-length from celebrated Chicago band Lala Lala, will be 
available for the first time ever on LP and CD (along with a new run of cassettes).

Recorded in a basement over the course of five days during a typically-inhospitable Midwestern winter, 
Sleepyhead is an auspicious—if, at the time, criminally overlooked—debut effort from the young 
songwriter Lillie West and her then-lineup of supporting players (Abby Black on drums and Karl 
Bernasconi on bass).

Unlike 2018’s critically-acclaimed The Lamb, Sleepyhead is a rawer, more punked-up album with fewer 
lyrical metaphors obfuscating it’s intimate, direct emotionality. Committed to tape in an urgent outburst 
of creative energy, the self-produced record eschews overdubs and takes unfussy aim at the listener’s 
ears, heart, and the lump in their throat.

Album standout “Fuck With Your Friends” was a breakthrough moment for West—it was the first song 
she ever wrote, one that tumbled out of her fully-formed, setting her on the path that’s led to her recent 
successes. Its also emblematic of Sleepyhead’s confessionalism and fearless forthrightness: “I drink 
more than I want to 'cause it makes you easier to talk to / And what you're saying is boring,” West 
sings.

This pressing of Sleepyhead also includes new artwork and LP copies arrive on cloud-colored vinyl. It 
will be available worldwide on August 23rd, 2019.



TRACK LISTING
1. At the Party 3:54
2. My Heart Dreams 3:41
3. Going to the Beach With Haley 4:04
4. Real Lovin 4:17
5. Run It to Ya 3:39
6. I Said I Wouldn’t Write This Song 3:23
7. Scorpio Moon 2:46
8. Half Colored Hair 4:45
9. You’re Me and I’m You 4:38
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Street Date: August 30, 2019
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LP

Released in September of 2018, Mother of My Children was the debut album from Black Belt Eagle 
Scout, the recording project of Katherine Paul. Heralded as a favorite new musician of 2018 by the 
likes of NPR Music, Stereogum, and Paste, the album was also named as a “Best Rock Album of 2018” 
by Pitchfork, and garnered further end-of-year praise from FADER, Under The Radar and more.

Arriving just a year after that debut record, At the Party With My Brown Friends is a brand new 
full-length recording from Black Belt Eagle Scout. Where that �rst record was a snapshot of loss and 
landscape and of KP’s standing as a radical indigenous queer feminist, this new chapter �nds its 
power in love, desire and friendship.

At the Party With My Brown Friends is a profound and understated forward step. The squalling guitar 
anthems that shaped its predecessor are replaced by delicate vocals and soft keys, sentiments 
spoken and unspoken, presenting something shadowy and unsettling; a stirring of the waters. The 
end result presents a captivating about-face that rede�nes KP’s beautifully singular artistic vision. 

At the Party With My Brown Friends, Black Belt Eagle Scout’s second full-length album, is out 
August 30, 2019.

"If you can imagine all of the best things that the Paci�c Northwest has brought 
us—Mount Eerie, Grunge, Sleater-Kinney, The Girls Rock Camp, and lush mountain 
ranges—reimagined and told through the perspective of an Indigenous Swinom-
ish/Iñupiaq woman; if you can imagine the magic that would bring to your life then 
you can imagine Black Belt Eagle Scout". — She Shreds Magazine 

• Indie edition vinyl limited to 500 copies pressed on maroon vinyl.

• LP includes gatefold jacket & digital download.

LP Indie Ex. CD

BLACK BELT EAGLE SCOUT
At the Party With My Brown Friends
August 30th, 2019

 NOT EXPORTABLE OUTSIDE THE US  /  LP NOT RETURNABLE

P.O. BOX 8554 • OMAHA, NE 68108-0554 / 4538 EAGLE ROCK BLVD • LOS ANGELES, CA 90041  
• SADDLE-CREEK.COM
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Lightning Bolt
Wonderful Rainbow

Thrill - 501

790377501117

SALES POINTS

For the 25th Anniversary of Lightning Bolt, Thrill
Jockey is reissuing Lightning Bolt’s pivotal al-
bum Wonderful Rainbow, originally released in
2003 on Load Records.

Lightning Bolt will be releasing a new album this
fall.

Throughout their 25 year history Lightning Bolt
have toured the world, performing at Coachella,
ATP Festivals, Pitchfork Music Festival, Austin
Psych Fest, and FYF Fest to name a few

Brian Chippendale releases music on Thrill
Jockey with his solo project Black Pus, has
collaborated with Björk, Boredoms, Andrew W.K.
and Lee “Scratch” Perry, and has published
several books of his art through Drawn and
Quarterly and Picturebox

In 2017, Brian Gibson developed the video game
Thumper, with his own company, Drool.

Wonderful Rainbow is released for the first time
ever with the full artwork as initially conceived
by Lightning Bolt in 2003. Front and back
artwork familiar to fans is still there but now
in a full wrap, only previously available in the
very early screen printed version. This wrap has
full-color artwork on the inside, originally only
available as a small insert.  The LP jacket itself is
never before released artwork created at the time
of the album.  All artwork has been created by
Brian Chippendale.

“Overflowing with Brian Gibson’s airplane-engine bass roar and 
distorted chants, Brian Chippendale’s punching drums, and a layer 
of viscous distortion on top, Wonderful Rainbow is an exhausting 
workout. Its 10 songs loop, cycle, and repeat so rigorously your brain 

feels a marathon runner’s burn.” - Pitchfork

“[Wonderful Rainbow] is purposeful and powerful, never more so 
than on the terrible grandeur of the climactic “30,000 Monkies” 
with its endless crescendi, and the floundering “Duel In The Deep” 

- Uncut

Legendary band Lightning Bolt’s Wonderful Rainbow is one of the 
most quintessential albums to come from the underground in the 
last 20 years. Included in lists like Pitchfork’s “200 top albums of the 
2000s” and the book 1001 Albums You Must Hear Before You Die, 
Lightning Bolt’s seminal record solidified their place as pillars of the 
underground community. Wonderful Rainbow saw the duo of Brian 
Chippendale (drums/vocals) and Brian Gibson (bass) being compared 
to the likes of Slayer, Ornette Coleman, and early Boredoms, and 
captured the bristling, immeasurable energy of their mythical live 
shows, which continue to astonish audiences today. The album’s now 
iconic artwork (drawn by Chippendale) mirrors the music’s curious 
and exhilarating blend of chaos, noise, intense beauty and childlike 
wonderment. Lightning Bolt paved the way for countless artists who 
followed them, cracking the noise-rock and underground scenes 
wide open with an album as frenetic and violent as it is overflowing 
with joyful abandon.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Lightning Bolt 

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Hello Morning
2. Assassins
3. Dracula Mountain
4. 2 Towers
5. On Fire
6. Crown of Storms

Also Available:
Lightning Bolt - Fantasy Empire CD/LP (Thrill-380)

Black Pus / Oozing Wound split LP (Thrill 370)
Black Pus - All My Relations CD/LP (Thrill 322)

7. Longstockings
8. Wonderful Rainbow
9. 30,000 Monkies
10. Duel in the Deep

https://thrilljockey.com/products/wonderful-rainbow
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Alexander Tucker
Guild of the Asbestos Weaver

Thrill - 494

790377049411

790377049428

SALES POINTS
“Essential listening for anyone who wants to hear 
why the psychedelic lineage of the past 50 years 
is fresh and alive” – The Quietus

Alexander Tucker is a member of Grumbling Fur, 
his duo with Daniel O’Sullivan (This Is Not This 
Heat).

LP pressed on virgin vinyl and packaged in a 
gatefold jacket with printed inner sleeve and free 
download card. 

CD version in a 4 panel mini-LP style gatefold 
package.

Album cover designed by Alexander Tucker, 
displaying his hand-cut collage.

Alexander Tucker has established his own comic 
imprint, UNDIMENSIONED

“beautiful songs studded with dissonant 
eruptions of noise” – MOJO

“Accomplished return from Kentish doom-folk 
oracle, now wrapped in a warm blanket of mid-
70s Eno.” – Uncut

On Guild Of The Asbestos Weaver, London’s Alexander 
Tucker (Grumbling Fur, Imbogodom) lets his love of Sci- Fi 
and cosmic horror loose! Tucker is a composer focused on 
synthesis and with this his creative manipulation shines. 
Tucker, known for his cello and six string guitar playing, 
manipulates these source sounds by layering looping and 
processing with a Roland 404 creating something that bears 
little resemblance to its source. 

Guild of the Asbestos Weaver, named after Ray Bradbury’s 
novel Fahrenheit 451, brims with dystopian fantasy, but 
unlike the more political book, seeks to simply spark the 
imagination, envisioning an alternate past and new future.

Tucker’s boundless and singular vision is on full display in his 
most immersive and intoxicating music yet. Minimalist motifs 
are sculpted into deep drone constructions, weaving dense 
layers of maximalist sound to powerful disorienting effect. 
The songs occupy a unique territory somewhere between 
paranormal electronics and cosmos-seeking psychedelia, 
standing as some of Tucker’s heaviest and most hallucinogenic 
work to date.

LISTEN  HERE

Follow Alexander Tucker

@thrilljockey

TRACK LISTING: 

1. Energy Alphas
2. Artificial Origin
3. Montag
4. Precog
5. Cryonic

ALSO AVAILABLE : 
Alexander Tucker - Dorwytch - CD/LP (Thrill 265)
Alexander Tucker - Third Mouth - CD (Thrill-297)

Alexander Tucker - Don’t Look Away - CD/LP (Thrill-469)
Grumbling Fur - Glynnaestra - CD/LP (Thrill-341)

Grumbling Fur - Furfour - CD/LP (Thrill-412)
Imbogodom - The Metallic Year - LP (Thrill-245)

Imbogodom - And They Turned Not When They Went - LP (Thrill 289)
Imbogodom - Metafather - LP (Thrill-353)

http://thrilljockey.com/press/alexander-tucker


MAUNO
REALLY WELL
Really Well, the title of Halifax band Mauno’s new full-length record, comes from a line 
in the opening track, “Really Really,” which is sung by vocalist and bassist Eliza Niemi. 
“Ask me how it goes and I’ll tell you all about how I’m doing really well,” she sings over 
brisk, skiffle-ish fingerpicking. On its face, it’s a pensive track that Niemi calls warbly and 
wilting, but the subtext is a certain self-deprecation; Niemi explains that it illuminates 
the humour of empty small talk, which doesn’t actually invite honesty. Really Well, like 
it’s namesake track and the band which recorded it, is always acutely aware of this: 
interactions that feign intimacy and authenticity, what is really contained beneath them, 
and the strange comedy that lives in between them.

Really Well is an expansive, idiosyncratic study in these creases, and the ways that 
music—guitars, bass, drums, synths, and vocals—can explore and express them. 
Written by Niemi, vocalist/guitarist Nick Everett, guitarist Scott Boudreau and drummer 
Adam White and recorded at Chad VanGaalen’s Calgary studio, the record collapses 
the personal and the professional within critiques of capitalism and creative labour. 
Musically, too, it is non-linear, jutting from the twisted, plucky indie-skiffle of the opener 
to the charged post-punk march of “Half It,” to the spring-reverb-tweaked riffing of 
“Reeling II,” to the dreamy, sidestepping guitar pop of “Expectations,” to the gorgeous, 
macabre slow-jam of “Vampire.”

While Mauno’s 2017 LP Tuning was rooted conceptually in an R. Murray Schaefer text, 
Really Well is free of conceptual guidelines—an early attempt at this record followed 
a conceptual framework, but was scrapped in favour of a more boundless venture. 
“There’s no guiding principle except for just serving the songs,” Everett says. “Everything 
that will limit and guide what we’re going to do is already there, and has been since the 
moment we started writing the songs, so it’s almost like this weird implicit thing.” Niemi 
adds that, as a result, she feels these are the most honest songs they’ve written.

The throughline on Really Well is a commitment to instinct and feel. “Expectations” 
dips into intense, up-tempo asides that follow Niemi’s vocal delivery and tone, while 
“Take Care,” a sprawling, bluesy romp, features a chorus that adds a beat to its time 
signature with each bar—again, in lockstep with Niemi’s ascending lyrics. The relaxed 
grip on form was extended to the technical side of recording as well; Niemi explains that 
Everett would make sounds with his mouth, which VanGaalen would replicate with a 
synth machine. “It was that kind of wonder at discovering, or at playing with something,” 
Everett says. “When the right thing is uncovered, everyone sees it. It’s just taking the 
time to look for it.”

Lyrically, the record deals with Mauno’s preoccupations with the nature of creative labor, 
relationships, and the self under capitalism. “Really Really” documents a fear of losing 
oneself in transience and ruminates on the role of physical belongings in cultivating a 
self, while “Notice” finds Everett running back through experiences of workplace abuse: 
“Um, I cannot believe you have the gall to ask me for literally anything at this point!” he 
sings in staccato delivery, the words mimicking a conversational tone. It closes on a 
defiant note: “To your question, here’s your answer: No! Fuck you!”

“We’re exploring it through like a self-awareness, and maybe a little bit of self-
deprecation, and we haven’t necessarily found an answer or a better way to do it other 
than transparency so far,” says Niemi. They note that their critiques are filtered through a 
lens of the absurd, turning them playful. “There’s something about humour and laughter 
that is very subversive and deeper than I think a lot of people realize,” she adds. “I’m 
always wary of hiding behind wordplay, but also I think it conceptually mirrors the way 
that I go through life. With these songs, I was trying to sort of dance on the line.”

“There’s a double meaning to everything,” says Everett. “You have to leave space for 
people to think. Where is the place for the listener if they’re not going to contribute their 
own thoughts, or their own interpretations?”

Track List:

Really Really
Reeling II
Half It
Expectations
Summertime
Pouring Up
20 Times
Notice
Take Care
Vampire
Wouldn’t Give

Release Date: Aug 2
Label: Tin Angel
Genre: Rock-Pop
Format: LP
CAT#: TAR094
UPC: 5052442015970



TRACK TITLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

God You Don’t Need
Tell Me So
Hurt Somebody
Ebb & Flow
Johann’s Breakdown
Big Dreams, Small Talk
Heartbroke & Lonesome
Promised Land
Holdin’ On
Where the Dogs Don’t Bite

CD & LIMITED EDITION ORANGE VINYL

“Old Salt Union has the groove and the chops of a great string band, balanced with 
infectious rock and roll energy. Their music occupies that sweet space between Old 
Crow folk and Yonder Mountain jam—not a bad place to be for a band about to 
break.” — No Depression

“Old Salt Union is a ‘heartland band’ in the best sense. Their sound reverberates 
with echoes of their home in the midwest. In it you’ll hear a landscape of dirt 
backroads and cement interstates; of small towns and even smaller farms; of half-
empty downtowns and the ghosts of forgotten factories; of big dreams and even 
bigger disappointments. Their themes are as true as they are familiar: work is scarce 
but rewarding; love, even scarcer but worth fighting for; life isn’t fair, but you get out 
of it what you make of it. Old Salt Union decided to make music out of it, and we’re 
all the better for it.” —Keith Dudding, KDHX St Louis

VINYL EDITION TRACK TITLES
Side A
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Side B
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

God You Don’t Need
Tell Me So
Hurt Somebody
Ebb & Flow
Johann’s Breakdown

Big Dreams, Small Talk
Heartbroke & Lonesome
Promised Land
Holdin’ On
Where the Dogs Don’t Bite

STREET DATE

LABEL

FILE UNDER

CAT#

FORMAT

PACKAGING

UPC

CAT#

FORMAT

PACKAGING

UPC

COMPASS RECORDS GROUP
916 19th Avenue South, Nashville, TN 37212
compassrecords.com

Old Salt Union
WHERE THE DOGS DON’T BITE

August 16, 2019
Compass Records
Americana

4742
LP (150 Gram)
Jacket

766397474212

4741
CD
Wallet

766397474120

6/18 - The Jones Assembly, Oklahoma City, OK*
6/19 - Historic Scoot Inn, Austin, TX*
6/20 - The Kessler Theater, Dallas, TX*
6/21 - The Heights Theater, Houston, TX*
6/22 - Red Stick Social, Baton Rouge, LA
6/23 - Saturn, Birmingham, AL*
6/25 - Variety Playhouse, Atlanta, GA*
6/26 - Lafayette’s Music, Memphis, TN*
6/27 - The Basement East, Nashville, TN*
6/28 - Red, White & Boom, London, KY
6/29 - Smoky Run Music Festival, Butler, OH
7/11 - Pickin’ On Picknic, Saint Francisville, MO
7/12 - Byrd’s Creek Music Festival, Crossville, TN
7/13 - Barage Concert Series, Chattanooga, TN
7/20 - Hiawatha Music Festival, Hiawatha, MI

7/25 - Floyd Fest, Floyd, VA
7/27 - Capital Ale House Richmond, Richmond, VA
7/28 - Purple Fiddle, Thomas, WV
7/30 - Kennedy Center For Arts, Washington, DC
8/03 - Levitt Pavilion SteelStacks, Bethlehem, PA
8/09 - Basin Spring Park, Eureka Springs, AR
8/10 - Lovegrass Music Festival, Sylvan Grove, KS
8/20 - Tuesday in the Garden, Rockford, IL
8/22 - Alive After Five, Mankato, MN
8/23 - Bend In The Road, Manchester, MN
8/24 - Riverside Park, La Crosse, WI
9/04 - The Bend Concert Series, East Moline, IL
9/07 - Hey Nonny, Arlington Heights, IL
9/08 - Black Swamp Arts Fest., Bowling Green, OH

TOUR DATES * Supporting Son Volt

OVERVIEW
Old Salt Union once again enlisted GRAMMY-winning banjoist and Compass co-founder 
Alison Brown to produce the follow-up to their self-titled Compass Records debut. The 
resulting album, WHERE THE DOGS DON’T BITE, builds on this non-traditional stringband’s 
varied musical backgrounds for a wildly entertaining, eclectic batch of songs. The quintet — 
Ryan Murphy (banjo), Justin Wallace (mandolin), John Brighton (violin), Jesse Farrar (primary 
vocalist and bassist) and newest member Graham Curry (guitar) have continued to hone and 
develop their sound through relentless touring, cultivating a steadfast fanbase drawn to their 
high-energy shows. Coming from varied musical backgrounds, Old Salt Union’s collective 
melting pot of styles and musical vocabularies informs their fresh approach to modern string 
band music and has helped to carve a unique niche for this Belleville, Illinois roots outfit.  

Farrar, nephew of Son Volt’s Jay Farrar, kicks off the album with “God You Don’t Need,” 
a hook laden ode to a relationship gone bad set against a tapestry of strings and an 
eerily compelling banjo melody.  Label mate Bobby Osborne guests on “Tells Me So,” 
a nod to the bluegrass side of the band’s musical sensibilities featuring a lead vocal 
by mandolinist Justin Wallace. Violinist Brighton delivers the gypsy-tinged instrumental 
“Johann’s Breakdown,” which pulls from jazz and classical progressions, and Wallace 
delivers the haunting title track, “Where The Dogs Don’t Bite.”  The dark, but heartfelt 
song features triple-layered guitar harmonies, stacked vocals and a group sing-along that 
recalls last call at a corner pub in the rust belt, a fitting closing to this musically diverse 
and compelling release.

Old Salt Union
COM 4693
766397469324

ALSO AVAILABLE

Distributed by Outside Music



“It’s obvious he was destined to become one of Bluegrass’s contemporary stars.” 
—Boston Globe

“Michael Cleveland is as versatile as they come, but when it comes to straight-up 
bluegrass, whether it’s a ‘bootstomper’ or a high and lonesome lament, his peers 
are few and far between” —All Music Guide 

“He takes no prisoners but he plays with a restraint and a soul. He plays without 
abandon.” —Vince Gill

Featuring Special Guests: Sam Bush, Jerry Douglas, Tommy Emmanuel, Béla 
Fleck, Del McCoury, Tim O’Brien, the Travelin’ McCourys, and Dan Tyminski

OVERVIEW
“Untouchable.” That’s how Vince Gill describes the playing of bluegrass fiddler 
Michael Cleveland in the inspiring documentary about the GRAMMY-nominated 
musician’s life, Flamekeeper: The Michael Cleveland Story. On his new album TALL 
FIDDLER, Cleveland lives up to Gill’s lofty praise, showing off the verve, dexterity 
and intensity that have made him one of the most transfixing performers today — of 
any genre. It’s that crossover appeal that distinguishes TALL FIDDLER, a record that 
blends string-music with country, jam-grass with folk, and is geared to introduce 
Cleveland—who, as he talks about in the Flamekeeper film, overcame partial 
deafness and being born blind—to a wider audience. Yes, bluegrass may be the 
Indiana native’s first love, but on this album, Cleveland rocks. 

His masterful playing attracts an all-star roster of guests on TALL FIDDLER. No less 
than Del McCoury, a pillar of bluegrass, appears on the album, singing “Beauty 
of My Dreams” (Cleveland’s favorite Del song) with Flamekeeper vocalist Josh 
Richards. Elsewhere, Dan Tyminski harmonizes with Richards on the chugging “Son 
of a Ramblin’ Man” and the gorgeous “Mountain Heartache,” also featuring Jerry 
Douglas on Dobro. Tim O’Brien and make appearances too, helping flesh out an 
album that, while a collaborative effort, is guided by the gifts of Michael Cleveland. 
It can also be tempting to sum up his playing as effortless. But that’d be selling the 
musician short. His journey to a GRAMMY-nomination and a record-setting 11 wins 
as Fiddle Player of the Year by the International Bluegrass Music Association, among 
other IBMA honors, only came through hard work and indomitable spirit. 

TRACK TITLES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Arkansas
High Lonesome Sound
20 Cent Cotton and 90 Cent Meat
Beauty of My Dreams
5-String Swing
Old Time River Man
Tennessee Plates
Tall Fiddler
Tarnation
Son of a Ramblin’ Man
Mountain Heartache
Me and Helen
Lazy Katie
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SALES	BULLETS:	
• Exciting	new	goth-pop	duo	from	Chicago.	
• Confirmed	for	Cold	Waves,	Demon	Night,	and	Absolution	Festivals.	
• US	tour	confirmed	for	August-September.	
• Canadian	press	and	college	radio	servicing	handled	by	Looters.	
• US	press	handled	by	The	Chain.	

Artist:	WINGTIPS	
Title:	Exposure	Therapy	
Format:	CD		 	 	
SKU:	AOF281CD		
UPC	CD:	628070628124		
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	08/23/2019	
	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1)	Eintrot	
2)	Deaf	Pursuit	
3)	Accidental	Effigies	
4)	After	The	Storm	
5)	The	Eye	That	Follows	Suit	
6)	Sentinel	
7)	Here	And	Now	
8)	Ghosted	
9)	Relativity	
10)	Innocent	Blood	

INFORMATION:	
Exposure	 Therapy	 is	 the	 debut	 record	 from	 exciting	 new	 goth-pop	 duo	WINGTIPS,	 which	 recently	
announced	a	deal	with	Toronto-based	Artoffact	Records.	The	duo	comprises	Chicago-goth	mainstays	
Vincent	Segretario	and	Hannah	Avalon,	producing	unforgettable	music	that	has	already	captured	the	
attention	of	media	and	festival	taste-makers	alike.	

The	new	 record,	which	 takes	 its	 cues	 from	goth-fathers	The	Cure,	while	 injecting	electronic	 elements	
that	would	be	at	home	on	records	by	OMD,	is	a	refreshing	mix	of	synthpop,	darkwave,	and	goth,	that	will	
appeal	to	fans	of	Cold	Cave,	The	Twilight	Sad,	and	Lycia.	

The	 band	 has	 been	 turning	 heads	 in	 2019,	 first	 with	 their	 stunning	 digital	 single	 Deaf	 Pursuit,	 and	
following	 that	 up	 with	 the	 announcement	 of	 festival	 appearances	 at	 Cold	 Waves	 VIII	 in	 Chicago,	
Demon	Night	Fest	in	Nashville,	and	Absolution	Festival	 in	Tampa.	A	US	tour	in	support	of	Exposure	
Therapy	will	be	announced	shortly.	

“A	cross	between	John	Hughes	
soundtrack	 cuts	 from	
Thompson	Twins	or	OMD,	and	
guitar	 work	 reminiscent	 of	
The	Cure’s	Disintegration."	

-Post-Punk	Zine	

	



	

	

SALES	BULLETS:	
• 30th	anniversary	reissue	of	underground	Italian	

cult	album	
• Produced	by	Peter	Gordon	(Laurie	Anderson,	

David	Byrne,	Suzanne	Vega)	
• CD	and	digital	editions	include	two	bonus	tracks!	
• Limited	vinyl	edition	pressed	on	red	
• Canadian	press	handled	by	Looters	
• Social	media	campaign	by	Dropout	Media	

Artist:	PANORAMICS	
Title:	Bugie	Colorate	
Format:	CD/LP		 	 	
SKU:	AOF367CD/AOF367		
UPC	CD:	628070636723	
UPC	LP:	628070636716		
Label:	Artoffact	Records	
CD	Street	Date:	08/23/2019	

TRACK	LISTING:	
1.	Bugie	Colorate	 	 		
2.	Visiting	Winds	
3.	Felix	Bee	(Property)	
4.	Humble	In	A	Corner	
5.	Estrellita	
6.	Distanza	Dalla	Luna	
7.	Waiting	Hour	
8.	Crossing	Glasses	
9.	Fly	Hunting	(Alt.	Version)	
10.	Vecchio	Frac	

INFORMATION:	
Formed	in	Naples	in	1982,	Panoramics	was	an	avant-garde	new	wave	band	popular	in	Italy	for	their	multimedia	
shows	 and	 for	 incorporating	 elements	 of	 minimalism	 and	 ambient	 music	 into	 their	 live	 sets.		
Their	mixture	of	pop	music	styles	with	experimental	elements	garnered	them	a	steady	fanbase	in	the	early	80s,	as	
well	 as	many	adherents	 in	 the	art	 and	theatre	scene,	particularly	 that	of	 the	so-called	Vesu-Wave,	a	nod	 to	 the	
music,	painting,	and	other	scenes	that	flourished	under	Mount	Vesuvius.	Eventually	the	national	press	took	notice	
of	 the	 fledgling	 band,	 with	 reviews	 popping	 up	 in	Rockerilla,	 Frigidaire,	 Ciao	 2001,	 and	 the	 manifesto.	 The	
band’s	 rise	 to	 fame	 continued	 when	 Italian	 radio,	 most	 notably	 RaiStereoNotte,	 began	 to	 play	 their	 music.	
More	 collaborations	 on	 radio	 and	 stage	 took	 place	 in	 the	 mid	 80s,	 and	 finally	 a	 debut	 record	 was	 recorded,	
produced	by	none	other	than	Peter	Gordon,	hot	off	his	collaborations	with	Laurie	Anderson,	David	Byrne,	Arto	
Lindsay,	and	Suzanne	Vega.	The	record	received	excellent	reviews	in	the	Italian	and	wider	European	press,	with	
Rockstar	 Magazine	 calling	 it	 "The	 flagship	 of	 the	 new	 Italian	 music	 ...	 a	 miracle	 ...	 a	 masterpiece.”	
Panoramics	ceased	activities	in	1991,	after	the	one	record.	But	they	left	an	indelible	mark	on	the	Italian	new	wave	
and	art	scene,	and	their	song	“Estrellita”	saw	new	life	in	the	90s	in	several	versions	as	a	remixed	dance	and	house	
hit,	 receiving	major	play	 in	 the	 UK	 and	 United	States.	To	 celebrate	 this	 gem	 in	European	 music,	Toronto-based	
Artoffact	Records	presents	a	30th	anniversary	reissue,	completely	remastered	and	restored	and	with	two	bonus	
tracks	on	the	digital	and	CD	editions.	
 

	





Roger	  Smith	  
Just	  Another	  Day	  

Label:	  	  There	  Records	  
Catalog	  #:	  515	  	  

UPC:	  	  67297501950	  
Category:	  	  Jazz/Fusion|	  R&B	  

Release	  Date:	  	  August	  30,	  2019	  

In	   a	   world	   of	   targeted	   music	   and	   sanitized	   sound,	   songwriter	   producer	   and	   Tower	   of	  
Power	  keyboardist	  Roger	  Smith	  continues	   to	  crash	   through	  categories	  with	  his	  unique	  
musical	   talent,	   as	   illustrated	   by	   his	   #1	   contemporary	   jazz	   hit,	  Off-‐The	  Hook.	   His	   latest	  
solo	   effort,	   Just	   Another	   Day,	   provides	   us	   with	   a	   welcome	   embrace	   of	   diverse	   music	  
styles.	   From	   R&B	   ballads	   (Just	   Another	   Day),	   to	   up-‐tempo	   funk	   infusions	   (Party	   Up,	  
Second	  Wind),	  to	  Motown	  inspired	  (There	  is	  No	  Love,	  South	  Side	  of	  Heavy),	  Roger	  again	  
demonstrates	  his	  love	  of	  the	  groove	  with	  this	  collection	  of	  inspired	  creations.	  	  

Roger	  offers	  eight	  views	  of	  his	  unique	  style,	  which	  also	  include	  collaborations	  with	  the	  
vocal	   talents	   of	   multiple	   Grammy	   winner	   Tony	   Lindsay	   and	   TOPs	   lead	   singer	   &	   solo	  
recording	  artist,	  Marcus	  Scott.	  

Like	  a	  great	  bottle	  of	  wine	  on	  that	  sun	  dappled,	  wave	  sculpted	  beach,	  this	  collection	  is	  
meant	  to	  be	  savored,	  shared,	  experienced,	  and	  enjoyed.	  This	  isn’t	  just	  another	  CD,	  this	  
isn’t	  just	  another	  collection.	  This	  is	  Roger	  Smith,	  and	  this	  is	  Just	  Another	  Day.	  

Tracklist	  

1) Just	  Another	  Day
2) El	  Chito
3) There	  Is	  No	  Love
4) Quick	  &	  Easy

5) South	  Side	  of	  Heavy
6) Party	  Up
7) Bella
8) Second	  Wind



Catalog#: MEt 1190

artist: tHE lEgEndary Pink dots

titlE: angEl in tHE dEtail

rElEasE datE: august 23rd 

tErritory: World
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tH E lE g E n d a ry P i n k do t s i s  a n E x P E r i M E n ta l  r o C k b a n d t H at  s i n C E 1980 H a s t H r i v E d fa r o u t s i d E  t H E M a i n-
s t r E a M.  Hav i n g r E l E a s E d M o r E t H a n 40 a l b u M s,  an g E l i n  tH E dE ta i l  M ay s ta n d a s t H E b a n d s f i n E s t  W o r k.  tW o 
y E a r s i n  t H E M a k i n g,  i t  i s  a n E n t H r a l l i n g,  C a P t i vat i n g r E l E a s E W H E r E d i s t i n C t i v E  v o C a l s & ly r i C a l  i M a g E ry 

f l o at o v E r t E x t u r a l a M b i E n C E,  H y P n o t i C  g u i ta r,  s y n t H Wa s H E s & s P E l l b i n d i n g b a s s P u l s E s.
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Catalog#: MEt 1169

artist: nuMb

titlE: Mortal gEoMEtry

rElEasE datE: august 23rd 

tErritory: World
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on E o f  t H E M o s t ta l E n t E d a C t s i n  t H E b u r g E o n i n g E l E C t r o- i n d u s t r i a l  Wav E o f  t H E l at E  80’s  & 90’s ,  nu M b 
r E t u r n s W i t H  t H E n E W a l b u M Mo r ta l gE o M E t ry.  nu M b’s  do n go r d o n H a s l o n g b E E n k n o W n f o r H i s  s i n g u l a r 
ta l E n t  i n  a r r a n g E M E n t & s o u n d d E s i g n.  Mo r ta l gE o M E t ry H a s t H i s  o n f u l l  d i s P l ay,  W i t H  t r a n C E E l E M E n t s, 

a M b i E n t  i n t E r l u d E s,  & s E E t H i n g d a r k EbM. a M a s t E r f u l  b l E n d o f  at M o s P H E r i C s ,  E l E C t r o n i C s  & a n g s t.
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Release date: August 30, 2019

CD: ACT97642
LP: ACTLP97641

CD

LP



CD: ACT70082

Release Date: August 30, 2019

CD



CD: ACT98882

Release Date: August 30, 2019

CD



CD: ACT98872

Release Date: August 30, 2019

CD



CD: ACT98822
LP: ACT98821

Release Date: August 30, 2019

CD

LP



ACT98902

CD

Release Date: August 30, 2019



NEW RELEASES: LATE AUGUST 2019

• First Official Vinyl Reissue
• Limited to 500 LPs pressed on Police Blue Vinyl
• Includes 2 Unreleased Bonus Tracks 

Dog Police were a new wave band from the 1980’s that were on the cusp of breaking into the mainstream, but never quite made it. 
Dog Police saw their almost MTV single hit viral status, thanks to the archives of the internet and a very creative music video for their 
title track “Dog Police”. They made waves on the MTV show Basement Tapes with their very DEVO like synth based new wave rock 
and creative lyrics. While they didn’t win the competition, they did get the attention of Weird Al Yankovic who featured their second 
music video “1-800” on his MTV takeover show Al TV. Based on new wave, but occasionally branching out into other styles such as the 
Lounge rock “Are You Middle Class Enough”.

Originally pressed and distributed privately by the band, it is now out of print and very hard to find. Reissued by Toxic Toast Records 
for the first time since 1982. Pressed on a limited run of 500 Police Blue vinyl, including two unreleased bonus demo songs from the 
1980’s.

DOG POLICE
Dog Police (Police Blue Vinyl)
Release Date: 2-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Toxic Toast Records]
LP / TT015 / 616822032015 /  $31.00

LP

• First official vinyl reissue
• Limited to 500 LPs pressed on Gold Vinyl

In the 1970’s, an outsider multi-instrumentalist known as Luie Luie created a conceptual album titled “Touchy”. The album consists of 
instrumental tracks each containing their own monologue that connects them to the concept of Touchy through dance or emotions. Luie 
plays every instrument on the album in his unique style that mixes Jazz, Latin, and Funk for a very unique sound that cannot be easily 
described. His performances are very raw and unpolished, and his performances are at times very unconventional.

Several hundred LPs were privately pressed and sold directly by Luie himself in 1974 and have become a rare collectors item, fetching 
several hundred dollars for an original copy. The album has been in such demand that European bootleggers pressed an unofficial run 
of LPs. Toxic Toast Records brings you the first ever officially licensed vinyl reissue of “Touchy” by Luie Luie. Limited to 500 on gold 
vinyl.

LUIE LUIE
Touchy (Gold Vinyl)
Release Date: 2-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Toxic Toast Records]
LP / TT016 / 616822032114 /  $34.37

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE AUGUST 2019

• Rare 1975 Cosmic Soul album
• Deluxe 180g vinyl edition
• Black Vinyl Edition Limited to 500 copies, comes with obi strip

Many remember the `70s as the platinum age of R&B. Stevie Wonder, Earth, Wind and Fire, The Spinners, Curtis Mayfield and Norman 
Connors were among a myriad of musicians at peak power. Indeed, it was a great time for beautiful African-American music. Michael 
Orr and his “Spread Love” album probably should have been part of that party too, but it wasn’t meant to be…at least not then.

“Spread Love” was originally released in 1975 on the Detroit based Sunstar label. Largely ignored when it was first issued, it has since 
gained cult status among soul collectors worldwide. Inspired by the musical vision of Quincy Jones, Michael Orr and bass player Carey 
Harris assembled a cast of musicians and vocalists to create a timeless masterpiece which effortlessly blends cosmic soul, jazz, funk 
and gospel influences.

Honey drips from Michael Orr’s omnipresent rich baritone voice (his commitment to strong vocals can be heard in his mix of styles that 
recalls of artists like Gil Scott-Heron) and he’s got a real talent for song writing. A smooth approach at the base, with touches of soul 
jazz, and handled with a bit of roughness that makes things sound a lot more real than some of the other soul records coming out at the 
time.

This is a completely honest soul testament from singer/songwriter Michael Orr and it’s not often that one comes across an album of 
such majesty and beauty that it leaves you breathless. Follow your heart and enjoy this chapter of African-American music’s soulful 
heritage.

Tidal Waves Music now proudly presents the reissue of ‘Spread Love’ (original copies tend to go for silly money on the second-hand 
market) remastered by Michael and his son Jamal Orr themselves. This official reissue is now available as a deluxe 180g vinyl edition 
(limited to 500 copies) and comes with an insert containing liner notes.

MICHAEL ORR
Spread Love
Release Date: 2-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Tidal Waves Music]
LP / TWM35 / 676753887337 /  $29.31

LP

• Pressed on random color vinyl
• Limited to 500 copies
• Includes insert + download code

The debut full length album by Everett’s Sleepover Club! Check out the new single “Hate Dog”

W(PH)OOPSIE! delivers 16 rage-fueled, hard-hitting, gut-wrenching punk rock songs that the Pacific Northwest has long been known 
for. Recorded in Seattle at Pierced Ears Recording Co, W(PH)OOPSIE! takes the themes from Sleepover Club’s previous release, My 
Other Dad Is Your Ride, and expands them into “broader sonic horizons”.

SLEEPOVER CLUB
W(PH)OOPSIE! (Random Colour Vinyl)
Release Date: 23-Aug-19
[Label]
LP / YRR033LP / 5059033658141 / $21.72

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE AUGUST 2019

• Pressed on 180gm LP
• Star Wars Tribute Band
• Digitially Remastered from the orignal tapes recorded in 1996

Old Bear Reissued is set to release its second LP reissue of 2019. This release comes from Portland, Oregon based Star Wars Tribute 
band – Twin Sister! Their 9 song album that was originally released in 1996 is somewhat of a cult classic and one of Old Bear Reissued 
president, Anthony Hoisington’s favorite albums ever. When OBR approached lead vocalist Todd Fadel about sharing the story of Twin 
Sister’s origins; and the road that led them to record their self titled album, we were so taken and amused that we felt the story of Twin 
Sister is best told by the band leader himself.

Place and time: Southeast Portland, OR – 1994

After a routine band rehearsal, the members of Sometime Sunday start goofing around with funk-rock riffs with the drummer switching 
to guitar and the singer to drums. I (Todd) was sitting in and was encouraged to get on the microphone and make something up. I 
started singing catchy melodies to actual spoken lines that I could remember from Star Wars movies (ep. IV-VI). The bassist asked me 
what I was saying, and I told him. He was so excited and suggested we do that for a whole project and dress up for the concerts. We all 
wholeheartedly agreed that the idea was, indeed, a righteous one!

Originally, we thought Boba Phett was a funny name for us and we performed under that name for at least a year. When we played the 
inaugural TOM Festival in Stevenson, WA in 1995, the buzz was so intense that a label friend decided to “”sign us””. Without any real 
experience in copyright law, I made a fateful phone call to Lucasfilm. I spoke with someone about what Lucasfilm would do if a rag-tag 
group of 20-somethings used a character name for their band name. Their answer – we would definitely pursue legal action against 
them. That scared our label friend enough to urge us to change our name to something more cryptic. The Skywalker twins are the heart 
and soul of the earliest-released Star Wars films (SPOILERS), and there’s a great line Vader speaks in Return of the Jedi where he 
says “”Soooooo, you have a TWIN SISTER.”” So, we grabbed it. Fast forward 6 years and the official fan club magazine, Star Wars 
Insider, does a full spread about bands based on Star Wars. Guess how many used character names in their band names? All but us.

Sometime Sunday’s singer had been coordinating recordings for his musical projects for a few years and it was easy for him to talk 
to folks in Portland about getting time in a studio for a low cost. Northstar had been a regular help in that scene, and Andy Prickett 
(guitarist for The Prayer Chain) expressed enthusiasm about helping engineer a record. So after about a year of performing the songs 
for our adoring public (really, they did), we decided to spend a day laying it all down on a recording. The process took only 16 hours – 
from setup to mixing a final master onto DAT.

People had asked us if we were going to release anything, and I guess we were having so much fun performing – we hadn’t really given 
it much thought. Plus, for us, it was a joke band, in that, we took it less seriously than our other projects. The album itself is more of a 
chronicling of what we sounded like that day. We had concerts were we sounded 10x better – we did the whole thing in – pretty much – 
one take. But now that I’m writing this – if that was true, why did it take 16 hours? Huh…. Anyway, the album originally was only meant 
to give our fans something to have. The songwriting still stands up as great funk rock ala Red Hot Chili Peppers and Rage Against the 
Machine – if some weird singer fronted them, that is.

Fast forward to 2019 via light speed! Old Bear expressed interest in pressing the album on VINYL?!?! I was so grateful. I just hope new 
fans get a chance to get excited about these songs, and old fans enjoy playing it on those new-fangled turntables they’re coming out 
with now! Mp3’s are so 80’s!

~ Todd Fadel

TWIN SISTER
Twin Sister
Release Date: 16-Aug-19
[Light In The Attic / Old Bear Records Reissued]
LP / OBRR2 / 798576640125 /  $26.78

LP



NEW RELEASES: LATE AUGUST 2019

CAT. NO. ARTIST  TITLE LABEL GENRE NOTES UPC CONF.  PPD DATE QTY

SPCD1315 LAY, SHANNON August Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787131529 CD  $      9.09 23-Aug-19
SPLP1315 LAY, SHANNON August Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787131512 LP  $    17.30 23-Aug-19

SPLP1315LOSER LAY, SHANNON

August  (Indie Only 
LOSER Edition - on 
coloured vinyl) Sub Pop Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 098787131505 LP  $    17.30 23-Aug-19

SPCS1315 LAY, SHANNON August Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787131543 CS  $      7.27 23-Aug-19
HARCD119 LALA LALA Sleepyhead Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787311921 CD  $      9.09 23-Aug-19
HARLP119 LALA LALA Sleepyhead Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787311914 LP  $    16.38 23-Aug-19
HARCS119 LALA LALA Sleepyhead Sub Pop Rock-Pop 098787311945 CS  $      7.27 23-Aug-19

LBJ297CD BLACK BELT EAGLE SCOUT
At the Party With My 
Brown Friends Saddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401029727 CD  $    13.85 30-Aug-19

LBJ297LP BLACK BELT EAGLE SCOUT
At the Party With My 
Brown Friends Saddle Creek Rock-Pop 648401029710 LP  $    19.63 30-Aug-19

LBJ297LPX BLACK BELT EAGLE SCOUT

At the Party With My 
Brown Friends (Indie 
Only Maroon Vinyl) Saddle Creek Rock-Pop INDIE ONLY 648401029734 LP  $    19.63 30-Aug-19

THRILL501LP LIGHTNING BOLT Wonderful Rainbow Thrill Jockey Punk 790377501117 LP  $    22.27 23-Aug-19

THRILL494CD TUCKER, ALEXANDER
Guild Of The Asbestos 
Weaver Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377049428 CD  $    14.00 23-Aug-19

THRILL494LP TUCKER, ALEXANDER
Guild Of The Asbestos 
Weaver Thrill Jockey Electronic 790377049411 LP  $    22.27 23-Aug-19

TAR094 MAUNO Really Well Tin Angel Rock-Pop Canadian 5052442015970 LP  $    17.56 2-Aug-19

COMP4741 OLD SALT UNION
Where the Dogs Don't 
Bite Compass Records Americana 766397474120 CD  $    11.00 16-Aug-19

COMP4742 OLD SALT UNION
Where the Dogs Don't 
Bite (150g Orange Vinyl) Compass Records Americana 766397474212 LP  $    14.25 16-Aug-19

COMP4737 CLEVELAND, MICHAEL Tall Fiddler Compass Records Bluegrass 766397473727 CD  $    11.00 23-Aug-19
AOF281CD WINGTIPS Exposure Therapy Artoffact Records Rock-Pop 628070628124 CD  $    12.00 23-Aug-19

AOF367CD PANORAMICS Bugie Colorate Artoffact Records
Electronic / 
Rock 628070636723 CD  $    12.00 23-Aug-19

AOF367 PANORAMICS Bugie Colorate Artoffact Records
Electronic / 
Rock 628070636716 LP  $    18.00 23-Aug-19

RR003 OBIEDO, RAY Carousel There Records Jazz / Latin 700261475844 CD  $    13.25 16-Aug-19
TR515 SMITH, ROGER Just Another Day There Records Jazz 067297501950 CD  $    13.25 30-Aug-19

MET1190CD LEGENDARY PINK DOTS Angel In The Detail
Metropolis 
Records

Experimental 
Rock 782388119023 CD  $    13.58 23-Aug-19

MET1190LP LEGENDARY PINK DOTS Angel In The Detail
Metropolis 
Records

Experimental 
Rock 782388119016 LP  $    24.79 23-Aug-19

MET1169CD NUMB Mortal Geometry
Metropolis 
Records

Industrial / 
Dark EBM 782388116923 CD  $    13.58 23-Aug-19

MET1169LP NUMB Mortal Geometry
Metropolis 
Records

Industrial / 
Dark EBM 782388116916 LP  $    20.79 23-Aug-19

ACT97642 HELBOCK, DAVID Playing John Williams ACT
Classical / 
Soundtrack 614427976420 CD  $    15.50 30-Aug-19

ACTLP97641 HELBOCK, DAVID Playing John Williams ACT
Classical / 
Soundtrack 614427976413 LP  $    18.00 30-Aug-19

ACT70082 IYER, VIJAY Essentials ACT Jazz 614427700827 3CD  $    26.00 30-Aug-19
ACT98882 KALIMA, KALLE Flying Like Eagles ACT Jazz 614427988829 CD  $    15.50 30-Aug-19
ACT98872 PAIER, KLAUS & VALCIC, ASJA Vision for Two ACT Jazz 614427988720 CD  $    15.50 30-Aug-19
ACT98822 RANTALA, IIRO My Finnish Calendar ACT Jazz 614427988225 CD  $    15.50 30-Aug-19

ACT98821 RANTALA, IIRO
My Finnish Calendar 
(180g) ACT Jazz 614427988218 LP  $    18.00 30-Aug-19

ACT98902 VARIOUS ARTISTS
Magic Moments 12 "one 
world of music" ACT Jazz 614427989024 CD  $    15.50 30-Aug-19

TT015 DOG POLICE
Dog Police (Police Blue 
Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Toxic Toast 
Records Rock-Pop 616822032015 LP  $    31.00 2-Aug-19

TT016 LUIE LUIE Touchy (Gold Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Toxic Toast 
Records World 616822032114 LP  $    34.37 2-Aug-19

OUTSIDE MUSIC - NEW RELEASE ORDER FORM - LATE AUGUST 2019       
* Please submit all new orders to your Distribution Select sales representative *

* Order deadline for Aug 16 is Aug 5 // *Order deadline for Aug 23 is Aug 12 // *Order deadline for Aug 30 is Aug 19



NEW RELEASES: LATE AUGUST 2019

TWM35 ORR, MICHAEL Spread Love
Light In The Attic / 
Tidal Waves Music Funk / Soul 676753887337 LP  $    29.31 2-Aug-19

YRR033LP SLEEPOVER CLUB
W(PH)OOPSIE! (Random 
Colour Vinyl)

Light In The Attic / 
Youth Riot 
Records Punk 5059033658141 LP  $    21.72 23-Aug-19

OBRR2 TWIN SISTER Twin Sister

Light In The Attic / 
Old Bear Records 
Reissued Rock-Pop 798576640125 LP  $    26.78 16-Aug-19
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